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What is the problem we’re trying to solve?
Lions have disappeared across 92% of their former range (Bauer et al. 2016) and
persecution by people is among the main drivers (IUCN 2006). We are trying to
reduce the killing of lions by local farmers while simultaneously improve our
understanding of the costs that local people experience from living alongside these
large predators.

Where does the conflict take place, and
why?

Fig 1. Two females killed last May after attacking
livestock

Our work focuses on the communities living alongside the
borders of Hwange National Park in Zimbabwe. Farmers
there kill lions in retaliation for depredation of livestock.
Though lions rarely venture outside the national park, when
they do enter village lands the livestock losses can be
disastrous for subsistence farmers who depend on livestock
for their livelihood. There are also occasional losses of
human life.

How can methods of environmental economics help
lions?

Fig 2. Hwange National Park, Zimbabwe

Until now, conservationists have only looked at the market value of livestock
when trying to understand and mitigate the costs that people experience
when living alongside lions. However, intangible costs such as fear and
stress, are likely to also influence local farmers when they decide whether to
persecute lions. Choice experiments let us value the total value of lion
presence, which shows conservationists and policymakers the real costs
experienced by local stakeholders. This allows for more effective mitigation
efforts and more equitable solutions for the communities.

Methods and results:

Fig 3. Example choice card

We used a choice experiment to estimate WTA for lion presence, by asking farmers to choose between monthly compensation
payment, a range of livestock protection measures and having more/less lions.
Multinomial logit model (Wald chi2 = 1936.56, Prob > chi2 = 0.0000). This is the first simple model estimation as we are still in
the process of refining the analysis.
Estimated value of the marginal lion (Coeff. -0.0401, p< 0.0001) = negative USD15 per month
In the next stage of analysis, we will relate the values we derive to socio-economic variables, attitudinal and experiential
variables.

Conclusions:
• The value of lions is perceived to be net negative by local stakeholders
• The perceived disvalue of lions far exceed the average costs of livestock losses
• Conservation schemes based on compensating material costs are therefore likely
to be ineffective
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